Nokia Smart TVs on Android promise smart entertainment
with access to popular streaming services, voice activated
remote control and 4K UHD resolution
The new Nokia Smart TVs provide access to thousands of apps via Google Play
Store including Netflix, Disney+, Prime Video or YouTube and much more along
with traditional live TV reception via cable, terrestrial or satellite antenna.
Vienna, November 26, 2020 - The new Nokia Smart TVs in 55, 58, 65 and 75 inch
size screens are the first Nokia Smart TVs to be launched in Europe.
Smart entertainment and unique remote control
The 4K Ultra HD1 Nokia Smart TVs on AndroidTM
give immediate access to over 7,000 Android
apps from Google Play Store and famous
streaming services2 such as Netflix, Disney+,
Prime Video or YouTube among many others. You
can also access media libraries from the most
popular TV channels, thousands of exciting
Android games, music apps and much more is
easily downloaded from Google Play Store. The
installation is very simple and easy with onscreen instructions. Further advantages are
automatic software updates from Google to ensure the highest security standards.
The Nokia Smart TVs combine the familiar style, quality and the Nordic minimalist design
of Nokia products with modern technology for a perfect cinema feeling in the living room.
The elegant Bluetooth voice controlled remote control is ergonomically shaped and lies
comfortably in the hand. The unique backlight function helps to find the right button even
in dark rooms. Both the Netflix and YouTube apps can be opened immediately with direct
access buttons on the remote control.

Extensive equipment and voice control
Connectivity is provided by four HDMI, two USB, LAN, and audio/video connections as well
as dual-band Wi-Fi and Bluetooth for quick coupling of the remote control and other
Bluetooth devices.
Videos, photos, sports, mobile games, music and other content from apps that support
Chromecast can be streamed from mobile devices onto the large TV screen with
Chromecast built-in. The Nokia Smart TVs support Google Assistant to search YouTube
videos, the latest blockbusters or information by voice control.
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The quad-core processor with 1.5 GB RAM and 8 GB ROM ensures smooth playback of
games, videos, and web content. The video and audio
standards such as HDR10, Dolby Vision, dts and Dolby Audio
guarantee a great home cinema experience in the living
room. The built-in triple tuner for live TV via terrestrial
antenna (DVB-T2), satellite (DVB-S2) or cable (DVB-C)
enables reception of a large number of free national and
international TV programmes. A CI+ slot for Pay TV cards is
available for Pay TV content. The Nokia Smart TVs also
support SatCR for the connection of up to eight receivers with
one SatCR LNB.
Prices, sizes and availability
The Nokia Smart TVs are available in sizes 75” (7500A), 65” (6500A), 58” (5800A), 55”
(5500A) online from November 27 at nokia.streamview.com and from specialist retailers
in Germany and Austria for an RRP of EUR 1,199.90 (75”) / 699.90 (65”) / 629.90 (58”)
/ 599.90 (55”) (including VAT). Roll-out across further countries in Europe will follow
shortly after. Check nokia.streamview.com for updates.

About StreamView
StreamView GmbH, a Nokia licensee, is strategically located in Vienna, Austria, in the heart of
Europe. StreamView is the licensee of the Nokia brand for Smart TVs and Set-Top-Boxes in Europe.
StreamView markets and distributes state-of-the-art Nokia branded products that provide access to new and
better experiences every day.
Further information at: https://nokia.streamview.com/en/Products/Smart-TVs/
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